
EcoTank L1300
DATASHEET / BROCHURE

Take advantage of ultra-low cost printing, up to A3+ size, for all 
kinds of documents with this 4-colour ink tank system printer.

A compact 4-colour A3+ printer for cost-conscious users, the L1300 is built 
around a high-capacity ink tank system that stretches to 7,500 black pages 
without a refill1. With minimal intervention, the L1300 delivers cost-effective and 
hassle-free printing of advertising materials, CAD drawings, graphics and 
reports, perfect for corporate office, retail and education environments.

Ultra-low cost printing
An integrated ultra-high-capacity ink tank system makes the L1300 perfect for 
heavy use where achieving the lowest cost per page is all important. Ideal for 
small offices needing to produce lengthy reports, advertising materials or CAD 
drawings, the L1300 comes with five 70ml ink bottles.

Increases productivity
The L1300's integrated ink tank system makes it refill-free for up to 7,500 pages 
in black and 6,500 pages in colour1. When it's finally time for a change, there's 
no need for mess; with fast ink top-up technology, clear labelling and a drip-free 
nozzle, to refill the L1300 is a simple, quick and clean process.

Reliable results
With a purpose-built ink tank, there's no need to risk costly downtime or poor 
quality print-outs that can result from using third-party ink tank systems. Fully 
integrated into the printer, the L1300's continuous ink ensures trouble-free 
mono and colour printing in up to A3+. This printer comes with a 12 month (or 
30,000 page) warranty, providing peace of mind and help should you need it.

Fast business printing
Inside the L1300 is Epson's Micro Piezo technology and genuine Epson ink, 
which together deliver quality print-outs. It benefits from print speeds of up to 17 
pages per minute (ppm) in colour and 30 ppm in black2, and ISO print speeds 
of 5.5 ppm in colour and 15 ppm in black3.

KEY FEATURES

Value for money
Ultra-low-cost per page
Peace of mind
Covered by Epson's warranty
Epson quality
Purpose-built, refillable ink tank
A3+ printing
Epson's first A3+ 4-colour ITS printer
User-friendly
Hassle-free with simple set-up



LOGISTICS INFORMATION

SKU C11CD81403

EAN code 8715946540917

Country of Origin Indonesia

Layer 1 Units

EcoTank L1300

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

Driver and utilities (CD)
Ink set
Main unit
Power cable
4 x 70ml individual ink bottles (Bk,C,Y,M) 
+ 1 extra black ink bottle

INK BOTTLE COMPATIBILITY
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664

664

664

1. 1.Quoted yields are extrapolated based on Epson original
methodology from the print simulation of Test Patterns
provided in ISO/IEC 24712 with replacement sets of ink.
Quoted yields are NOT based on ISO/IEC 24711. Quoted yields
may vary depending on the images that you are printing, the
paper type that you are using, the frequency of your prints
and environmental conditions such as temperature. During the
initial printer setup, a certain amount of ink is used to
fill the print head's nozzles, therefore the yield of the
initial bundled set can be lower.
2. For test conditions, please visit www.epson.eu/testing
3. Determined in accordance with ISO/IEC 24734 showing
the average of ESAT from the Office Category Test for
default simplex. For more information visit
www.epson.eu/testing
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